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The coupled rotational-translational excitations in (KBr) ~ „(KCN)„were studied by inelastic neu-
tron scattering for concentrations 0.008&x &0.20. We followed the 3 lg- T2g tunneling transition
and the Alg-Eg librational excitation through the transition from the paraelastic to the structural
glass state. We found that these two excitations and their coupling to the lattice strains exhibit a
very different temperature dependence in the glass state. While the tunneling transition, which
triggers reorientations of the CN ions, shows a drastic reduction of the T2g rotation-translation
coupling, the librational excitations conserving the CN alignment are less influenced. These results
suggest that for T& TF the CN system is gradually blocked in clusters, thereby reducing the density
of free-ion tunneling states in favor of cluster-reorientation modes effectively decoupled from the
lattice. This leads to a metastable low-temperature state with extremely long relaxation times.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutron scattering is an ideal tool for studying the
reorientational and librational motions of aspherical mole-
cules in an effective potential built up by the surrounding
ions in the crystal. Generally, the molecules can have
several equilibrium orientations which are determined by
the minima of the orientational potential. The molecular
dynamics is characterized by two extreme cases: When
the temperatures are high compared to the potential bar-
riers one has a relaxational regime, a situation of rotation-
al diffusion; when the temperature is low the molecules
are caught in high hindering potentials, and libration and
quantum-mechanical tunneling can be observed.

In (KBr)i „(KCN)„mixed crystals both limiting cases
can be found. At very low concentrations (x «0.01) tun-
neling transitions have been measured with optical experi-
ments, ' paraelastic resonance, monochromatic phonon
spectroscopy, and neutron inelastic scattering tech-
niques. In pure KCN, a relaxational model accounts for
the measured line shapes in the inelastic neutron scatter-
ing experiments. ' Many experimental efforts have been
undertaken to measure the rotational-level scheme for the
entire range of CN concentrations. The most successful
studies were performed by inelastic neutron scattering
where the molecular excitations were probed via their hy-
bridization with phonons of certain symmetry. The
pioneering work was performed by Walton et aI. In
KC10996KCN0004. they observed a librational excitation
from an 2 is rotational ground state to an excited Es state

at an energy of 1.8 meV. Later, these investigations were
extended to (KC1)i „(KCN)„crystals with concentra-
tions x ranging from 0.004&x &0.06. The results for
x &0.02 were well described theoretically by Woods and
Mostoller'o in terms of a single rotational excitation cou-
pled to acoustic phonons. For higher concentrations this
simple model failed to describe the experimental findings
correctly. Analogous experiments were carried out in
(KBr)i „(KCN)„ for concentrations X=0.005,s 0.035,
and 0.16." Here, the A is-Es librational energy was found
to depend strongly on x, rising from 1.6 meV at x =0.005
to 4 meV at x=0.16. This shift of the lowest Es
symmetry molecular excitation was also observed in
Raman experiments in (KC1)i (KCN)„and
(KBr)i „(KCN)„.' In T2s symmetry a tunneling tran-
sition at 0.28 meV was observed in (KBr)i „(KCN)„
(x=0.00034) by inelastic neutron scattering. For con-
centrations of x =0.16, a relaxational behavior accounts
for the measured neutron line shapes. " Surprisingly, the
coupling strength was found to be weaker at lower tem-
peratures, which contradicts the simple mode-coupling
model between phonons and a single molecular excita-
tion. '

The present study was motivated by the increasing ex-
perimental' and theoretical ' evidence that a glass-
like phase exists in (KBr) i „(KCN)„ for concentrations x
less than 0.56.' ' This structural glass state is character-
ized by a short-range order of the frozen-in CN ions, as
suggested by the pattern of quasielastic, diffuse scattered
intensities in neutron experiments. ' ' ' Its occurrence was
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first predicted by Fischer and Klein and it is thought to
result from a frustration of the effective multipole in-
teractions between CN ions into which not only the
orientation of the multipoles but also the bond vectors
enter. The cusps of the temperature-dependent electric di-
polar' ' ' and quadrupolar' ' ' ' susceptibilities
were regarded as signals for the onset of the structural
glass state at the freezing temperature T~. The electric
dipolar susceptibility is measured directly in dielectric
measurements, while the quadrupolar one has been deter-
mined via the coupling to long-wavelength phonons in ul-
trasonic, Brillouin, and inelastic neutron scattering experi-
ments. The freezing temperatures exhibit a strong fre-
quency dependence, demonstrating that the glass state is a
noncqulllbr1uIQ phenomenon.

In this paper we report a systematic inelastic neutron
scattering study on coupled phonon-rotational excitation
modes in (KBr)~ „(KCN)„ for concentrations in the
range 0.008 &x &0.20. In particular, we address our at-
tention to the dynamics of the molecular excitation at the
transition from the paraelastic to the structural glass
state, which gives us direct insight into the glass-
formation process.

II. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

Devonshire2 has calculated the energy levels of a hin-
dered rotator assuming a cubic hindering potential of
lowest-order spherical harmonics. This model has been
extended by Beyeler to include cubic fields in terms of
linear contributions of the spherical harmonics V4. and V6
of order 4 and 6, respectively. The potential used had the
form

E (mcV)

E„
Eg

T2g
A)9

20.
2g

tg
T2g Eg

FIG. 1. Approximate level scheme of a rigid CN dumbbell in
an octahedral hindering potential of Kar (Ref. 12). The arrows
lndlcate llbratlonal (Eg) and tunneling (Tpg) excltatlons Which
couple to the phonons.

V=X(V4cosg+ V6sing) .
The parameter E measures the intensity of the potential,
whereas the mixing angle P determines its shape. The re-
sults for /=225' and %=4 meV are shown in Fig. 1.
This potential yields the (111)-oriented gmund state
which describes the experimental situation i.n
(KBr) t „(KCN)„. The parameters K and P were chosen
to fit the molecular excitations which were found in
m1xed crystals with veI'y low concentrat1ons x." The
arrows indicate quadrupolar transitions in Es and T2s
symmetry which are strongly coupled to the phonons and
have been verified experimentally.

The interaction of rotational excitations with the nor-
mal modes of the host crystal were studied theoretically
by seveI'al authors, ' ' ' with the main result that a
coherent mixed-mode state of rotational and translational
excitations exists.

In the analysis of our experimental data we follow the
pseudospin approach of Silverman, which yields a
mixed-mode behavior (5» I ) as well as the relaxational
behav1or as l1m1t1ng cases. ThIS model was used to calcu-
late the coupled proton-phonon system potassium dihy-
drogen phosphate (KDP). However, similar pseudospin
theories have been used to account for phase transitions in
Jahn-Teller systems and in a variety of molecular crystals
where the spin variable specifies the orientational configu-
ration of the aspherical ions.

Assuming a two-level system, the molecular susceptibil-
ity can be written as

2 h Rh 62+I' +icalg co = tanh 5 +I —co +2l coI

with the level separation b, and linewidth I . Equation (2)
ncglccts thc 1ntcract1on bctwccn thc splns.

The phonon propagator in this coupled pseudospin-
phonon system is given by

D( q, ro)= . (3)
2a)0( q )

co (q) co XG (q)X—(co)+—iyro

coo(q) is the undisturbed "bare" phonon frequency and
G (q) is the rotational-translational coupling constant.
For small wave vectors G(q) is proportional to q, and y
is an additional damping constant due to phonon-phonon
interactions. The dynamic structure factor yields the
shape of the scattered-neutron groups. It is given by

S(q,m) =[1—exp( —Pcs)] 'ImD(q, ~) .
For I &&b this analysis is very similar to the mixed-mode
behavior used by %'ood and Mostoller' and by Casella.
However, for I &6 the molecular susceptibility of Eq. (1)
can bc wr1ttcn as
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2 h
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fib. 2k~ T I +iso

In a high-temperature limit kz T p&fih this reduces to the
well-known relaxational susceptibility

I
l

(KBI )O&4 (KCN) O&6
Q = (2,0.1,0)

X(co)= 1 1

k~T 1+ivor ' (6)
100

with the relaxation time r=l/1. A similar molecular
susceptibility was used in the analysis of neutron line
shapes in pure KCN. 200

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The four samples investigated were single crystals ob-
tained from the crystal-growth laboratory of the Universi-
ty of Utah. They were grown from the melt using zone-
refined KBr and KCN as starting material. A determina-
tion of the densities and the infrared absorption yielded
CN concentrations x of 0.008, 0.03S, 0.16, and 0.20.
These figures differ from the nominal concentrations of
the melt, which have been 0.01, 0.05, 0.20, and 0.25,
respectively, and also from the results of a chemical
analysis. Based on chemical analyses, concentrations of
0.04 and 0.14 were cited for the second and third sample,
respectively, in our previous work. "' '

The neutron experiments were performed on the triple-
axis spectrometers TAS6 and TAS7 located at the cold
source of the DR3 reactor of the Ris@ National Laborato-
ry. All scans were performed in the (001) scattering plane
with the constant-Q mode of operation. Depending on
the needs of momentum and energy resolution, the in-
cident or the outgoing energy was held constant between
2.5 and 5 meV, or at 14.7 meV. In order to avoid higher-
order contaminations a liquid-nitrogen —cooled beryllium
filter or a pyrolytic graphite filter was used, respectively.
A typical collimation was 30' both before and after the
monochromator and analyzer crystals.

100
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0
100

100—

-1 0 1

hu& (meV)
FIG. 2. Neutron-scattering line shapes in T2g symmetry for

different temperatures. The solid lines are guides to the eye.

Similar results were obtained in a crystal with a CN
concentration x =0.20. In (KBr)o 99$(KCN)o oos no
softening of the phonon frequencies as function of tem-
perature could be observed at Q=(2,0.1,0), but a very
slight increase of quasielastic scattered intensities could be
detected below 9 K which saturates at 2.5 K with an extra

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Determination of the freezing temperatures
0.7

I I

(KBr)o.e4 ( KCN)o. 16

The transition temperatures from the paraelastic to the
structural glass state are identified as those temperatures
where (i) the long-wavelength phonons have the lowest en-
ergies for fixed wavevectors qlq, z, and (ii) the quasielas-
tic scattering around the Bragg points sets in, signaling
the onset of short-range orientational order of the frozen-
in CN ions. We present some of the raw data for
(KBr)o s4(KCN)o ~6 in Fig. 2. A summary of these mea-
surements is shown by the temperature dependence of the
phonon energy and of the quasielastic scattered intensities
of all the scans along [1,0,0] T~ (the subscript character-
izes the direction of the phonon polarization vector) in
Fig. 3. At about 55 K the slope of the dispersion near the
zone center goes through a minimum, and with further
decreasing temperatures the quasielastic scattering in-
creases significantly. The scattered neutron groups are
well defined even at TF, although there is some additional
line broadening just below the freezing temperature.

3
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2000—
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FIG. 3. Squared phonon frequency and the elastic intensity
at Q =(2,0.1,0) versus temperature, displaying the freezing pro-
cess in the g =0.14 mixed crystal.
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FIG. 4. Normalized elastic constant versus temperature for
different concentrations, showing the deviation of the ultrasonic
( + ) from inelastic neutron scattering studies (0).

TABLE I. Freezing temperatures as measured with neutrons
of THz frequencies and with ultrasonic techniques (Ref. 18) of
MHz frequencies in (KBr)~ „(KCN)„. (nd denotes "not deter-
mined. ")

TF(10 MHz)
(K)

T~(-THz)
(K)

intensity of about 15%%uo above the incoherent background.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the elastic constants c44
when measured by ultrasonic sound propagation and
when determined from the centers of the inelastic
scattered-neutron groups at a reduced wave vector
q/q, ~——0.1. The neutron results agree well with the ul-
trasonic data at higher temperatures, but for x =0.16 and
0.20 the minima determined in the neutron-scattering ex-
periments are more shallow and occur at higher tempera-
tures. The largest discrepancy between the results for the
two measuring frequencies was observed for the lowest
concentration x =0.008, where the ultrasonic elastic con-
stant shows a temperature variation of more than 40%%uo',

the neutron data are practically temperature independent.
All of these data demonstrate the presently well-

O. 15 I

10 20
T(K)

30 40

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the energies of trans-
verse phonons of T&~ symmetry for various momentum
transfers in comparison with scaled ultrasonic results (solid
lines).

established effect of a strong frequency dependence of the
freezing temperatures Tz. However, the measuring fre-
quencies co„, and co„ for the ultrasonic and the neutron ex-
perirnents, respectively, probe the slow relaxation regime
for x=0.16 and 0.20, whereas for x=0.008,
co„& I /w & co„, is obeyed. A series of temperature-
dependent scans with a constant momentum transfer at
smaller wave vectors were performed to localize the tran-
sition region from fast-to-slow molecular relaxation in
(KBr)p 992(KCN)p pps. Figure 5 shows the results. We
find that the relation cor= 1 is satisfied at approximately
0.40 meV. At lower frequencies a minimum at 10 K is
well established. In Fig. 5 phonon energies as calculated
from ultrasonic results assuming a linear dispersion rela-
tion are shown as solid lines. Table I summarizes the ob-
served freezing temperatures measured at Thz and MHz
frequencies. From these results we conclude that all the
samples investigated show a transition into a metastable
low-temperature state with a characteristic short-range-
order pattern of frozen-in CN ions.

0.008+0.001
0.035+0.003
0.16 +0.02
0.20 +0.03

4.0%0.2
16.5+0.5
40.0+3.0
45.0+3.0

10.0+2.0
nd

55.0+5.0
75.0+8.0

B. Coupled modes in Eg symmetry.

The results of the scans giving the [110] T„phonon
branch in the mixed crystals are shown in Figs. 6—11.
Here, we selected scans in the regions of energy and
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FIG&. 6. Neutron-scattering line shapes in Eg symmetry at 15
K. The solid lines are calculated from the Silverman model. PIG. 8. Temperature dcpcndcllcc of thc neutron-scattcnng

line shape at constant momentum transfer in Eg symmetry in
the x =0.008 sample.
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FIG. 7. Neutron-scattering line sllapes in Eg syIIlmetry at 2
K. The solid lines are calculated from the Silverman model.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the neutron-scattering
line shapes at constant momentum transfer in Eg symmetry in
the x =0.035 sample.
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FIG. 10. Neutron-scattering line shapes in Eg symmetry for

different momentum transfers at 57 K (x =0.16 sample).
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FIG. 11. Neutron-scattering line shapes in Eg symmetry for
different momentum transfers at 8.5 K (x =0.16 sample).

momentum transfer where the interaction of the trans-
verse phonons with rotational excitations is strongest.
The hybridization effect is revealed by a double-peak
structure in the scattered-neutron groups, which gives a
direct measure of this interaction. Each crystal is
represented by measurements at different temperatures
covering the paraelastic (T& TF) and the structural glass
state (T& TF ). Figures 6 and 7 show constant-Q scans in
the wave-vector region of the strongest rotation-
translation coupling in both states in (KBr)0 992(KCN)0 Oos.
The resonance energy is somewhat below 2 meV and is
unaffected by the freezing process. Figure 8, showing the
temperature dependence of the scattered-neutron groups
at resonance provides closer inspection of this effect. Fig-
ure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the phonons
in Eg symmetry in (KBr}0965(KCN)o O3$ at the resonance
frequency, which is now shifted to energies slightly above
2 meV. Again, there are only minor effects in energy and
linewidth in passing Tz. A more detailed investigation of
this crystal has already been published in Ref. 11. Final-
ly, constant-Q scans in (KBr)os4(KCN)O16 are given in
Figs. 10 and 11 in the paraelastic and glass states, respec-
tively. Obviously the damping of the coupled modes is
now increased compared to the lower concentrations, al-
though a double-peak structure is still visible. The
resonant frequency is shifted to 4 meV and is again unaf-
fected by the onset of freezing. After a rough inspection
of the resonant frequencies and the linewidths of the
scattered-neutron groups in Eg symmetry, we can surnma-
rize our results as follows.

(i) The energy of the molecular excitation depends sen-
sitively on the concentration x.

(ii) Neither the excitation energies nor the linewidths
are noticeably changed by the freezing process into the
glass state. This is contradictory to the relaxational
models with an Arrhenius-type behavior of the relaxation
times, which predict small linewidths at the lowest tem-
peratures in the orientational glass state. However, one
might argue that the interaction in Eg symmetry is weak
compared to the rotation-translation coupling in T2~ sym-
metry, ' and therefore the dominant effects are expected
to show up in T2g-symmetry modes.

C. Coupled modes in T2g symmetry

In the mixed crystal with a concentration x =0.008 the
neutron groups at wave vectors q/q~&0. 6 show no
anomalies and their energies are temperature independent
within the error bars. However, distinct effects are ob-
served at smaller wave vectors. For phonon wave vectors
q/q~ (0.05 the inelastically-scattered-neutron groups in
the [100] Tz branch pass through a minimum at 10 K, as
shown in Fig. 5. At temperatures T&2 K, a coupled-
mode behavior becomes apparent with a resonant frequen-
cy of approximately 0.3 meV. Constant-Q scans at 2 K in
the wave-vector region of the strongest interaction are
shown in Fig. 12. The rather unusual temperature depen-
dence of the rotation-translation hybridization is docu-
mented in Fig. 13. The double-peak structure at 1.8 K is
changed into a single broad peak of 4.2 K, indicating
purely relaxational-type behavior. A rough inspection
also shows the frequency shift of the scattered-neutron
groups with the lowest frequency occurring around 11 K.
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FIG. 12. Low-temperature neutron-scattering line shapes in
Tzg symmetry (x=0.008 sample) for various momentum
transfers near the mode-crossing region. The solid lines are cal-
culated from the Silverman model using a level scheme as
shown in the inset.

For (KBr)p s4(KCN)p ]6 we did not detect neutron
groups with a double-peak structure indicating a hybridi-
zation of the [100] T» phonon branch with a tunneling or
a librational excitation. Instead, we observed anomalously

FIG. 14. Neutron-scattering line shapes in T2g symmetry at
10K for different momentum transfers (x=0.16 sample).

broadened groups at energies of around 2 to 3 IneV (Figs.
14 and 15). This can be explained by a coupling of T2g
phonons to overdamped rotational modes. As outlined in
Sec. II, in this case we expect a pure relaxational-type
behavior where the strongest interactions appear just at
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2FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of the neutron-scattering
line shape at constant momentum transfer (x =0.008 sample) in
the resonance region. The solid lines are fits using the theoreti-
cal model.
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FIG. 15. Neutron-scattering line shapes in T2g symmetry at

10K for different momentum transfers (x =0.16 sample).
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frequencies roe =1, where ~ is the relaxation time of the
CN ions. The data suggest that v is unaffected in pass-
ing the freezing temperature T~. A detailed experimental
investigation has already been pubhshed. " Summarizing
the results in Tis symmetry we find the following.

(i) In (KBr)0992(KCN)ooos, a pure relaxational model
can explain the experimental results down to 4 K. The
phonon frequencies at fixed wave vectors pass through a
minimum at TF and no double-peak structure of the
scattered-neutron groups is apparent, but at 2 K a clear
hybridization of the [100] T„phonon mode with a rota-
tional excitation is found.

(ii) In (KBr)o s4(KCN)0 i6, a relaxational-type behavior
1s scen at all temperatures. Surprisingly, 1t seems that thc
relaxation time ~ is temperatuxe independent, which again
contradicts the predictions of an Arrhenius law. The
short rdaxation times which make the tunneling transi-
tions unobservable at all temperatures could be due to the
strongly increased defect interactions for x=0.16.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To find a more quantitative description of the behavior
of the coupled rotational-translational modes at the transi-
tion from the paraelastic to the structural glass state, we
analyzed all the measured neutron line shapes using the
formalism outlined in Sec. II. In these fitting procedures
the relevant parameters were the uncoupled "background"
elastic constant Cs, the level splitting 6, the line broaden-
ing I" of the rotational excitations, and the rotation-
translation coupling Ts xg H——ere, w. e assumed, for
long wavelengths, G =g t00(q).

In Eg symmetry we found at all concentrations investi-
gated, namely x=0.008, 0.035, and 0.16, a mode-
mode —couphng behavior in the hmit 4&~I . The para-
meters as found in the analysis are listed in Table II. The
quality of the fits is shown as solid lines in Figs. 6—11.
The relevant quantitative results are as follows.

(i) Both the level separation b, and the linewidth I are
strongly concentration dependent. 6 increases from 1.8
meV at x =0.008 to 4 meV at x=0.16. This increase in
the energy separation might be due to modifications in the
crystal-field parameters K and P in the nomenclature of

Beyelcr. The linewidth I, measured at the lowest tem-
peratures, increases from 0.3 meV (x=0.008) to 1.3 meV
(x =0.16). It seems that this effect is an inhomogeneous
broadening dlle to coilceiiti'atioii effects. At tliis poiiit we
note that the single-ion model used in the present analysis
hides several effects in the parameter I, namely (1) an
Arrhenius-type lifetime effect due to thermal activation
across the hindering barriers of a single-ion Devonshire
potential, (2) the static T-independent distributions of the
potential due to the local chemical environment, and (3) a
time-dependent modulation of the potential due to molec-
ular motions of interacting neighboring CN ions. The
inhoQ1ogcncous bloadcnlng Incnt1oned above 1S solely duc
to effect (2).

(ii) The level separation 6 and the linewidth I" of the
molecular excitation show only minor effects at the tran-
sition from the paradastic to the orientational glass state.
Only in the x=0.16 sample does a reduction of I by
30% with decreasing temperatures become apparent.
This again shows that the static T-independent distribu-
tion of the potential is dominant in the linewidth of the
molecular transition in Es symmetry. The crystal-field
parameters K and P remain the same across Tz.

(iii) If we analyze the scattered-neutron groups by as-
suming a temperature dependence of the two-level model
in the hmit b, &&I according to Eq. (2), there is a decrease
in the coupling parameter Tz ——xg in the orientational
glass state. It 1S worth wh11c to Ilotc that thc rotatlon-
translation coupling as determined from these neutron ex-
periments agree well with ultrasonic results in the parae-
lastic and glassy states. ' ' The value of g can be direct-
ly compared to the coupling constant in Es symmetry in
pure KCN determined from ultra'sonic experiments.
Here, Rehwald et al. found a value of g =112 K,
which fits in nicely to the results listed in Table II.

In T2g symmetry the analysis of the inelastically-
scattered-neutron hne shapes is much more comphcated.
In (KBr)0992(KN)ooos the only relevant interaction was
found at 0.25 meV. The results for T&2 K could be
analyzed in terms of coupled modes according to Eq. (2)
with 6 p~I . Surprisingly, these results are almost indent-
ical with those of Rowe et al. on a crystal with a CN
conccntI'ation 20 times lowcl. Upon 1ncrcas1ng thc tcm-

TABLE II. Parameters determined from the fits of the Silverman model to the observed neutron line
shapes along [110]T„„(Egsymmetry). (nd denotes "not determined. ")

Tp(m- THz)
(K)

10.0 2.0
48
15.0
30.0

Co
(10' dyn/cm2)

19.5
18.8
19.8
20.0

1.75+0.05
1.73+0.05
1.93+0.05
1.95+0.05

0.30+0.02
0.29+0.02
0.33+0.02
0.31+0.02

0.9+0.1
0.9+0.1
1.1+0.1
1.2+0.15

113.0+30.0
113.0+30.0
138.0+30.0
150.0+43.0

nd 6.0
35.0
60.0

15.8
16.0
16.0

2.40+0.1
2.50+0.1
2.50+0.1

0.6 +0.05
0.65+0.05
0.65+0.05

2.5+0.1 71.0+15.0
4.0+0.15 114.0+24.0
4.0+0.15 114.0+24.0

55.0 8.5
58.0

16.3
16.0

4.0 +0.1
3.8 +0.1

1.3 +0.1
1.8 +0.1

5.0+0.5
17.0+0.5

31.0+ 5.0
106.0+12.0
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TABLE III. Parameters determined by fitting of the Silverman model to the neutron line shapes observed in the (100] T~ branch
( T2g symmetry).

1.8
2.0
4.5
8.0

Co
(10' dyn/cm i)

5.0+0.1
5.2+0.1
5.0+0.1
5.0+0.1

0.24+0,02
0.26+0.02
~0,3
&I

r
{meV)

0.025+0.005
0.030+0.005
0.200+0.10
0.250+0.10

Tg =xg
(K)

0.19+0.02
0.18+0.02
0.90+0.05
1.20+0.15

g 2

(K)

27.5+ 6.0
22,5+ 6.0
112.5+23.0
150.0+40.0

10.0
56.0
80.0

5.1+0.1
5.1+0.1
5.1+0.1

3.0 +0.2
2.7 +0.2
2.8 +0.2

4.5 +0.5
25.0 +2.0
28.0 +2.0

28.0+ 5.0
156.0+25.0
175.0+25.0

peratures we found a strong increase in the linewidth I',
and for temperatures T&4.5 K the relaxational limit
(5&I ) was adequate. The parameters as determined
from the fits of the pseudospin model to the experimental
line shapes are given in Table III. Above the freezing
temperature (T& 10 K) we calculated Ts only according
to the softening of the phonon frequencies, and found a
constant rotation-translation coupling T~—1.2 K in the
paraelastic phase. Extrapolated to pure KCN, this yields
a coupling constant g =150 K compared to a value of
151 K as deduced from the elastic data in KCN. ' The
relevant results in (KBr)p p992(KCN)p pps in Tg symmetry
are shown in Fig. 16. Ts is temperature independent for
T p TF, while below TF a strong reduction of the cou-
pling constant could be detected.

The inverse lifetime I of the tunneling transition
varies—within experimental error—linearly with tempera-
ture. One expects this behavior for a thermal modulation
of the tunneling barrier, while an Arrhenius-type behavior

(KBHo 99~ (KCN) oooa

would be the case when the lifetime of the tunneling states
are limited by thermal activation across the barrier or by
excitations to libIational states. These results contradict
previous results, where the frequency dependence of the
freezing temperatures was explained by an Arrhenius-type
behavior of the inverse lifetime. ' ' ' The complex
behavior of the coupled modes in T2s symmetry in
(KBr)pss2(KCN)ppps results from a crossover from fast
(co~& 1) to slow relaxation (co~~ 1), and a crossover from
a coupled-mode behavior in the limit 4&~I' to a purely
relaxational behavior (5&I'). We presume that both
crossovers take place at T-10K accidentally.

To describe the experimental data in
(KBr)ps4(KCN)p is we used the Silverman model in the
relaxational limit according to Eq. (6). The results are
shown as solid lines in Figs. 14 and 15. The fitting pa-
rameters are listed in Table III. In this crystal with a
high CN concentration the linemidth is temperature in-
dependent and essentially the same in the glassy and
paraelastic states, a behavior that is very different from
the findings in (KBr)p»2(KCN)p pps. This T-dependent
behavior of the linewidth of the molecular excitation can
be described by effect (2) as mentioned above: At high

rc laxaiional
IlFAlt l &4

29

Mii il

/Ts
20- (KBI )O (KCN)O„6

TF

I

20
T(K)

FIG. 16. Temperature dependence of the level separation 5
(H), the linewidths I (i), and the coupling constant Tq (0) of
thc molecular susccpt1b111ty as rrleasurcd in T2g syIQmetry 1n thc
x =Q.008 sample. Thc so11d 11Ilcs gu1dc the cyc. Thc f1.cczlng
temperature is indicated by the arrow.

20
T (K)

FIG. 17. Temperature dependence of the linewidth I (4)
and the coupling constant T~ () of the molecular susceptibiHty
as measured in T2g symmetry in the x =0.16 sample. The solid
lines guide the eye. The freezing temperature is indicated by the
arrovf.
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CN concentration, the local chemical environment yields
broad static distributions of the hindering potential which
dominate the linewidth I . The rotation-translation cou-
pling is again drastically reduced in the structural glass
state. A summary of the temperature dependence of Tz
and I' in (KBr)0 84(KCN)0 ~6 is shown in Fig. 17.

VI. DISCUSSION

We want to emphasize that the evaluation of the neu-
tron data is based on a model which couples the acoustic
phonons to an extremely simplified molecular susceptibili-
ty. In particular, this susceptibility is a single-particle
response function. In our type of analysis, multiparticle
effects, which exist definitively between the CN ions,
can appear artificially only in the single-particle parame-
ters 5, I, and Ts——xg .

In Eg symmetry a molecular excitation is observed at
an energy of about 1.8 meV in (KBr)Q992(KCN)ooos.
From theoretical work on the energy states of a CN ion
in a cubic Devonshire potential (see Fig. 1), and from neu-
tron measurements on CN impurities in KBr (Ref. 5) and
KCl (Ref. 8), it is presumably correct to regard this exci-
tation from the tunnel-split ground state to an excited Es
state as a libration around the (111)easy axes of the po-
tential. Higher concentrations lead to higher values of the
librational energy (Table II). This trend may be either due
to deeper potential wells or to a coupling between the CN
dumbbells.

Obviously, the molecular excitation in T2g symmetry is
a transition within the tunnel-split ground state. It de-
scribes reorientational motion of CN ions between
equivalent (111)directions in the crystal. Asymmetrical
effects in the potential due to a different local chemical
environment show up as linewidth effects.
If we now consider this different character of the two

excitations —the Tqz tunneling transition triggers reorien-
tations, whereas the Eg librations maintain the alignment
of the molecule —we easily gain insight into the glass-
formation process. If the freezing temperature signals the
onset of the blocking of CN ions in clusters with ran-
dom pattern of (111) orientations, it is likely that the
number of single-ion tunneling states is highly reduced
and restricted to individual molecules which are not firm-
ly incorporated into the clusters. However, librational
modes should still be possible within the clusters. Their
oscillator strength is reduced only in favor of new collec-
tive excitations of the frozen-in clusters. From our exper-
imental results we conclude that these new cluster modes

are effectively decoupled from the lattice strains. At the
lowest temperature only some isolated dumbbells can tun-
nel, while the majority are blocked in clusters with little
direct effect on the phonons. This effective reduction of
the concentration explains the similarity of our results to
those of Rowe et al. in a crystal with a concentration 20
times lower.

The present results give a clear understanding of the
structural glass transition in (KBr)~ „(KCN)„and they
are of importance to the physics of spin-glasses in gen-
eral: ' At the freezing temperature, strain-mediated in-
teractions overcome, in certain regions of the crystal with
the strongest local fields, thermal-activation processes of
the single-ion molecules, leading to the blocking of some
of the CN dumbbells in clusters of pairs, triplets, etc.,
without destroying the overall cubic symmetry of the
crystal. The rest of the molecular system remains as iso-
lated CN ions with relaxation times appropriate for the
single-ion case. The clusters grow with decreasing tem-
peratures. The maximum in the quadrupolar susceptibili-
ty occurs through a competition between the setup of lo-
cal order and a T ' Curie law of the free ions. The
cluster-formation process reduces the number of single-
ion tunneling states which are strongly coupled to the lat-
tice in favor of new, only weakly coupled collective modes
representing cluster-reorientation processes. The different
clusters give a broad distribution of low-energy excitations
which have little direct effect on the ultrasonic properties
on the dynamic structure factor in an inelastic neutron
scattering experiment, but they will contribute in
calorimetric experiments depending on the timescale em-
ployed. Similar low-lying energy states are believed to be
important in the low-temperature properties of "real"
glasses as proposed by Anderson et al. and by Phillips.

In conclusion, the present experimental results can be
explained with a structural glass state in K(Br,CN) which
is characterized by the formation of clusters of orienta-
tionally correlated CN ions and which results in a dras-
tic reduction of the number of phonon-induced tunneling
states, thus making molecular reorientations very improb-
able. This leads to a metastable phase at low temperatures
with extremely long relaxation times.
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